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SUMMARY
l@_iticn studies of flowing gases were made to obtain
informatica applicable to igaitica problems in gas-turbine and
ram-Jet aircraft propulsion systems operating at altitude con-
&iticns. Spark energies required for i_itic_ of a flowing
propane - air mixture were determined for pressures of 2 to
4 inches mercury absolute, gas velocities of 5.0 to 54.2 feet per
second, fuel-air ratios of 0.0807 to 0.1245_ and spark durations
of 1.5 to 24,400 microseccads.
The results showed that at a pressure of 5 inches mercury
absolute the minimum energy required for Ignition occurred at
fuel-air ratios of 0.08 to 0.095. The _nergy required for i@_itica
increased almost linearly with increasing _as velocity. Shortendng
the spark duration from approximately 25,000 to 125 mlcrosecands
decreased the amount of energy required for igodtiCno A spark
produced by the discharge of a condenser directly into the spark
gap and havin_ a duration of 1.5 microseconds required ignition
energies larger thau most of the lcng-du_aticn sparks.
Ih_RGDUCTIC_
A current ccmbusti_ problem is rei_aitica in gas-turbine and
ram-Jet aircraft propulsion systems. If the flame in the com-
bustor becomes unstable and blows out_ reignltion, particularly at
altitude conditions, is difficult or impossible with some of the
ignition methods now used. Inasmuch as an electric spark discharge
is used as the ignition source in many such engines_ a study of the
e_feot af gas-streem pare_eters on ignition wss included as part of
a program on fundsmental studies of cumbustion being conducted at
the NACA Lewis laboratory.
2 NACARME9E17
Ignition of flowing gases by electric sparks has not yet been
investigated, although results of ignition of stationary or quiescent
gases have been reported by numerous investigators. Someof the
latest results c_ igniticn of quiescent gas mixtures are reported in
reference 1. As indicated in reference 2, larger energies are
required in quiescent gas to ignite a turbulent mixture than a non-
turbulent one; however, no measurementof the gas flow was made.
As the first part of the NACAresearch program3 an investi-
gatian of spark gaps subjected to low-pressure and movlng-air con-
diticns is reported in reference 3, in which the effect of gas-
stream parameters an the energy and the power dissipated in the
spark with a constant ignitian system is described. Vario.us
other results such as the distance that the spark moveddownstream,
the duration of the spark_ the existence of more than c_e spark at
high velocities_ and the effect of gap spacing and electrode
diameter were determined. An oscillographic metho_ of measuring
energy, power3and duration of the spark was used.
The secand part of the program is an investigation of electric
spark ignltien of a flowing combustible mlxtttre of propane and air
and the initial results are reported herein. Minimumenergies
required to ignite the flowing mixture were determined for various
cenditic_s of gas pressure, gas velocity_ fuel-air ratio, and
duratian of the spark. The basic ignitic_ and measuring systems
described in reference 5 were used, but the resistor values and
condenser voltages were changedto obtain variable amounts of energy
and duratic_s of the sparks. 0scillograms of the spark discharge
were obtained and were analyzed as described in reference 3.
APPARATUSANDPROCEDUEE
CombusticaApparatus
The combustion apparatus, shownin figure I, was constructed
from an altitude chamberthat was altered for this investigation.
A predetermined amount of propane and air at room temperature _as
introduced into the chamberat the desired pressure, thoroughly
mixed by fans 3 and circulated by a blower through the test section
and back into the altitude chamber. The gas velocity was v_ried by
changing the blower speed.
The test section had a 3-inch-inside diameter with a screen
and a flame arrester at opposite ends to prevent the flame from
passing into the chamberand causing an explosian. The volume of
the test sectic_ was small compared with the total volume of the
apparatus so that a number of ignlticn runs could be made without
noticeably changing the mixture strength. The electrodes were
3/16-inch-diameter cylindrical rods with blunt ends and were
located on the same center llne perpendicular to the direction of
flow. Gap spacing was 0.250 inch. Quartz windows were located
at the electrode position and at a point l0 inches downstream.
Appearance of flame at the downstream window was used as the
criterion for ignition.
The velocity of the mixture was determined by a pitot-static
tube used in conjunction with a micromanometer to m_asure the veloc-
ity pressure. Inasmuch as the tube was located c_ the center line
of the test section, the results presented are in terms of the peak
velocity of the mixture. The degree of turbulence of the flowing
mixture was not determined.
Ignition and Measuring Systems for Long-Duration Sparks
The ignition and measuring systems shown in figure 2 are
described in reference 5. The capacitance of the condenser was
held constant at 0.52 microfarad. The size of the resistors and
the voltage of the condenser were changed for the various runs to
the values listed in table I. Switch S 5 was closed throughout
this investigation.
_Wnen the desired ccaditlons were obtained in the combustion
chamber, the condenser was charged, SI was opened, and then the
condenser was discharged by means of S2. A number of trials were made
with different condenser .voltages until the ignition point was
located. If the ignition point could not be found by varying the
voltage, the value of resistor R 2 was adjusted to bring the point
within range. The values of RS, R4, and RS were adjusted when
necessary to give the desired deflections of the oscillograph beam.
The value of R 1 was changed when a different spark duration was
desired. As soon as the ignition voltage was determined as the
average of a number of trials_ the trace on the oscillograph tube
was photographed and the photograph was analyzed for the duration
and energy of the spark.
In some instances, especially at low condenser voltages, time
lag of the spark gap was encountered; that is, time elapse_ betwesn
the instant of application of the voltage across the spark gap and
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the occurrence of the spark. In such cases, an ultraviolet light
at the electrode window irradiated the electrodes in order to
reduce the lag to a negligible value.
Ignition Apparatus for Short-Duration Sparks
With the ignition and measuring systems Just described, it was
impossible to obtain data at spark durations as small as were
desired. A somewhat different ignitica apparatus was used to obtain
results with ahort_luration sparks. A condenser was placed directly
across the spark _p_ charged to the breakdown voltage of the _p,
and discharged into the gap. The ignition point was found by
varying the capacitance of the condenser. The energy was calculated
as
E --1/2 CV2
where
E energy, Joules
C capacitance, farads
V voltage, volts
The spark duration with this arrangement was estimated to be
between i and 2 microseccnds by observing the current wave of the
discharge with an oscillograph. The voltage produced across a
1-ohm resistor in series with the spark gap was amplified and
placed on the deflection plates. Timing marks were superimposed
en the trace. Because the trace was faint and therefore could
not be photographed, the number of timing spots was visually
estimated. The resistor did not affect the ignition energy
required.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results could only be obtained over a comparatively narrow
range of pressure and _as velocity due to equipment limitations.
The maximnmpressure was limited to 4 inches mercury absolute
because of the danger of flame passing through the flame arrester
and screen and causing an explosion in the altitude chamber, which
was not designed to withstand explosions. The maximnmvelocity
that could be attained with the 3-inch test section was 54.2 feet
per second.
NACARMEgEI7 5
In check runs at fixed values of the gas-stream parameters,
the energies for ignitic_ varied as nmchas 5 percent from the
meanvalue. The ultraviolet light failed to make the results
more ccasistent or to have any effect ca the ignitica energy at
conditicas where time lag was not anco_ntered. The variatian in
ignlticn energy was attributed to the fact that the spark occurred
at different positions on the electrode surface in the various
l_ins.
Energy values given in table I are the mini_am energies that
caused i_nitien with the specific electrodes used and may not be
equal to the minimums that could be obtained with electrodes of
different geometry.
The effect of fuel-air ratio and gas velocity on the energy
required for ignition are shown in figure 3 for a pressure of
3 inches mercury absolute and a spark duratica of approximately
600 to 800 microseconds. The minimum energy necessary to ignite
the mixture occurred at fuel-air ratios of 0.08 to 0.095, which
are richer than stoichiometric. Toward both the rich-limit and
lean-limit ends of the curves, the required energy began to
increase rapidly. Just beyond the ends of the curves shown, the
energies rose to large values, although definite values could
not be determined because i_nition became very erratic.
The effect of gas velocity an the energy required to ignite
the mixture at various pressures was determined for a fuel-air
ratio of 0.0855 and spark duration of approximately 600 to 800 micro-
seconds. The results in figure 4 show that the energy required
increased almost linearly with gas velocity and decreased with
increasing pressure. At a pressure of 4 inches mercury absolute,
almost three times as m_ch energy was required for ignition at a
velocity of 54.2 feet per second as was required at 5.0 feet per
second.
The effect of changing the spark duration ca the energy
required to ignite the mixture at a fuel-air ratio of 0.0835 is
sh_ in figure 5 for pressures of 3 and _ inches mercury
absolute each at velocities of 5.0 and 5_.2 feet per seccad. As
the spark duratica was shortened from about 28,000 microseconds 3
the required energy decreased. At about 200 microsecends2 the
trace ca the oscillograph tube became faint and analysis of the
oscillograms was difficult. The points at 1.5 microseconds were
determined by the method used for short -durati ca sparks in order
to show the difference in amounts of energy that would be required
for the two systems. The curves were not continued to these points
because the current-wave shapes are different for each system.
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The current-wave shape of the lang_uration sparks was sub-
stantially an expcaantial decay, whereas the current-wave shape
of the 1.5-mlcrosecc_-duratio_ sparks was oscillatory. The
emergy requlre_ for the short-duratiom sparks was comsiderably
higher than most of the Icmg_uration sparks.
SUMMARY GF RESULTS
The following results were obtained in the luvesti_ticn to
determine the minimum emergy requirsmeats to ignite a flowing com-
bustible mixture of propane and air in the pressure range of 2 to
4 inches mercury absolute:
i. At a pressure of 3 inches mercury absolute, the minimum
i_altion energy occurred at fuel-air ratios of 0.08 to 0.095 with
gas velocities between 5.0 and 54.2 feet per second. The required
energy increased with richer and leaner fuel-alr ratios.
2. The energy required for ignltiun increased almost linearly
with increasing 6as velocity in the range of 5.0 to 54.2 feet per
secund. The required eaergy increased three-fold over this velocity
range at a pressure of 4 inches mercury absolute.
3. As the spark duration was shortened from about 25,000 to
125 microseccnds, the energy require_ for igaitlan decreased.
4. The energy required for i_nitlun with a spark having a
duratien of 1.5 microseconds, as pro&uced by the discharge of a
ccadenser directly into the spark gap, was considerably larger
than most of the leng-duration sparks.
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Figure 3. - Effect of fuel-air ratio and gas velocity on energy required
for ignition. Pressure, 3 inches mercury absolute; spark duration,
approximately 600 to 800 microseconds; temperature, 80 ° F.
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